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The present paper is based on the two manuscripts deposited in the 
Government Manuscript Library, Bhandarkar Oriental Research Institute, Pune. 

Both the manuscripts are sort of a paddhati based on the ¹¢ntikalpa of the 
Atharvaveda. The title of the first manuscript (No. 190/1884-87) is 
Atharvamah¢º¢nti. The second manuscript (No. 132/1886-92) has been titled 
as Mah¢º¢ntiprakara´a (Atharvaved¤ya). However, these titles are given by the 
Library and they are not found in the manuscripts themselves. 
 The first manuscript (M1) is brief and it explains the ritual of Mah¢º¢nti 
following the sequence as mentioned in the ¹¢ntikalpa. It frequently quotes the 

hymns in sakalap¢°ha that belong to the 19th K¢´²a of the ¹aunak¤ya Sa¼hit¢ 
of the Atharvaveda. But some of the hymns from the same K¢´²a are indicated 

by their prat¤kas only. Some prat¤kas quoted in this manuscript indicate the 
beginning of different hymns of the Paippal¢da Sa¼hit¢, while all those hymns 
make a single hymn in the ¹aunak¤ya Sa¼hit¢. For example, while listing the 
hymns from the Citr¢ga´a in the Bh¢rgav¤ ¹¢nti, M1 cites the following prat¤kas: 
(1) aya¼ me vara´a iti ; (2) aya¼ me varu´a urasi ; (3) yaºaª somap¤the ; and 
further ebhiª stribhiª s¦ktaiª.../ It can be seen that aya¼ me vara´aª, aya¼ me 
vara´a urasi and [yath¢] yaºaª somap¤the are the beginnings of the three 
different hymns in the Paippal¢da Sa¼hit¢ (16.63-65, Raghuvira's Edition), 
while these three mantras are found in one single hymn of the ¹aunak¤ya 
Sa¼hit¢ (10.3.1, 11 and 21). 
 The second manuscript (M2) too, explains the ritual according to the 
¹¢ntikalpa. It is more elaborate and explains minute details. At the end of the 

explanation of the types of ¹¢nti (from the ¹¢ntikalpa), it reads it¤ 
tri¼ºanmah¢º¢nt¤n¢¼ paddhatiª sam¢pt¢ª. But it continues further with the 

explanation of some of the ¹¢ntis like janmanak¾atraº¢nti that are found in the 
Kauºika S¦tra but not dealt with in the ¹¢ntikalpa. This manuscript frequently 

gives many prose formulae. It cites all hymns with their prat¤kas, except some 
mantras (apeta etu nir¨tiª etc.) related to Nir¨ti that are quoted together in the 
Kauºika S¦tra. These mantras belong to different hymns of the Paippal¢da 
Sa¼hit¢. 
 The paper aims to compare the two manuscripts and tries to find an 
explanation for the peculiarities seen in these manuscripts while quoting the 

mantras in the sakala- and prat¤ka-p¢tha, especially in the case of M1. 


